
NCAA Lincoln Regional 

Regional Semifinal #2  

Nebraska Post-Match Quotes 

Head Coach John Cook 

Opening Statement 

"(That was a )great regional semifinal match. I thought USD is a great team, I thought they have some 

warriors over there that really put up a fight and really compete. As you can see they are hard to stop, 

but as you can see we made a few more plays and we made a stop. I thought our team was consistent 

and steady tonight, and we pulled out a great win."  

On the team’s serving 

"I think our serving has gotten better as we have gone on. We have a lot of young players serving and 

they are starting to figure out. Missed serves, or errors are big points in this part of the season, so you 

have to be on the edge and try and create opportunities for your blocking defense. I thought we made 

couple runs against San Diego with both Brenna (Lyles) and Kadie (Rolfzen) and Alexa (Ethridge). You 

have to make runs with your servers because these games are so tight." 

On sweeping every team so far in the tournament 

"I am with Kelsey, we have played two really hard teams, and they have been hard matches. To win 

those 3-0, shows we are playing very consistent which is what we want to be doing this time of year. 

That is one of the things we talked about, that we have had some games where we just got blown out. 

That is something we have learned from. We need to be consistent point-by-point, and we are starting 

to see that pay off." 

On San Diego stopping Kadie and Amber 

"They put two blockers on the left side, they had them on Robinson and Kadie all night. Amber got a lot 

of out of system swings tonight; she had a lot of hard swings tonight. I don't think Amber had many 

errors and she really have us a chance to win some rallies." 

On playing Texas tomorrow 

"It is great. They are defending National Champions, so I would rather play them here than in Seattle." 

On scheduling Texas in the nonconference 

"They are one of the teams that has set a standard, defending national champions returning their entire 

team. With this team we had to find out what we have to play against these teams. That was one of the 

reasons and also I think we have a great rivalry going with them, Bill Byrne started it and I think there is 

still a little Texas/Nebraska thing going on. They are a great team and obviously it is going to take a great 

effort on our part." 

On what he saw from Texas tonight 

"Texas is Texas. Big athletes, they don’t try to fool you. When we played them down in Texas they were 

in a 6-2, and I told my staff after that game that they will be in a 5-1 next week and they have been in a 

5-1 ever sense.  With Texas you have to stop (Haley) Eckerman and contain the other three. They are 

simple to prepare for; the key is you have to stop them."   



On his teams' depth 

"The Big Ten got us through that. This conference we played in this year prepared us for this 

tournament." 

On the difference between entering the regional final this year and last year 

"Last year, we had an easier first and second round for sure. We had a big match with Washington and 

then we had a tough draw in that we had to play Oregon, which is a very hard team to prepare for. This 

year we had time to prepare for them and beat them 3-0, same with San Diego they are a tough team to 

prepare for. We got them. Texas is easier, and we prepped for them this week. Our kids know what they 

are going to have to do tomorrow."  

On why Meghan Haggerty was so successful tonight 

"Butt on the bench a couple of weeks ago. She knows if she doesn't play she is going to the bench. I 

benched her a couple of weeks ago and I think she has been pretty good since."  

On how they measure up to Texas 

"We see ourselves as a big physical team. All of our kids are touching over 10 feet, so are Texas'. We feel 

like we can match up with them. Bailey Webster is a unique player and so she changes the game a little 

bit, but we feel like we can physically match up with them."   

Outside Hitter Kelsey Robinson 

On what their game plan was tonight 

"I think we have been preparing for them for a while now, so I think we did a great job in executing in all 

areas, especially our block, and our defense. I think the biggest thing we did well tonight was just taking 

over, we went out there and played Nebraska volleyball and just never felt any pressure."  

On feeling pressure from San Diego 

"I think just handing the ball. If we can pass, we can put the ball away at any point. I think that is why it 

was so close, because we let a few balls go here and there get out of our control. When we pass on the 

money, our system works every time. I think the biggest thing was once we got in our rhythm of passing, 

everything just kind of fell into place and we picked up our play." 

On the freshmen serving well tonight 

"They have been working so hard at practice all year. They are the toughest servers in our gym and even 

when they play us, you don't want to pass them. I am just happy that it paid off in a key moment for us, 

and that is just hard work by them. I am just really happy for them." 

On her relationship with Meghan Haggerty 

"I knew Meghan when I was a senior and she was a sophomore when we played with each other (in club 

volleyball). It is great because I am new and I did come into this program, so it was just nice to have Meg 

here and have her help me out. Obviously we have a good friendship as well so it makes it fun on the 

court." 

On playing Texas tomorrow 

"I am so excited. I know a lot of people wanted to see that match, so I think we did a great job of taking 

care of San Diego so that we could get there. Obviously our team is excited to get a rematch and we are 

playing the best volleyball we have played all year. I am just waiting to see what we can do tomorrow." 

 



On not dropping a set in the NCAA Tournament 

"I know the game counts as 3-0, but the last few matches have been hard and really high-level 

volleyball. Like I said, I think we are playing the best volleyball we have played all year. And even though 

the game says that, all the matches have been hard. I think having that tough schedule has allowed us to 

play well and battle some things that will help us out tomorrow."  

On preparing for Texas 

"They are just a different team than what we just saw in the last times we have played in the 

tournament. All of the other teams have just been fast and play great defense. They are big and I think 

for us to do well tomorrow night we just have to block well and have to keep with serve and pass. If we 

can keep with serve and pass, at this point as coach says, it is will not skill here in the NCAA Tournament. 

If we can out serve and pass, and use the fans and use our home court advantage. If we play like we 

know how to play, then I think we will be fine."  

On the team’s improvement since they last played Texas 

"I think using our middles. Using our middles and just following our game plan. Getting our middles 

going really opens things up for us. As Meg says the other team has to think about it and that leaves 

splits in the block for me or Amber or Kadie and we get to go up and have a field day with one block. I 

think if we can get them going early like we have been then I think tomorrow is going to be a great 

game." 

On the advantage of the Devaney Center 

"It is huge. There is nowhere else like it. People love playing in this kind of environment, but I guarantee 

you that when other teams walk in here they have a lot of nerves flying. We are used to it and we see it 

every night. Having this home court advantage really helps us to stay steady, instead of having a ton of 

adrenaline going."  

Middle Blocker Meghan Heggarty 

 

On the importance of the middle blockers getting involved 

"It is really important to get the middles going because as a blocker on the other side, it makes them 

have to think more. To have three powerhouse hitters going all the time is really hard to stop." 

On the difference between this team and last year’s team going into the Regional Finals 

"I think it feels a little bit different because we are actually in the arena that we actually play in, not in 

Omaha. I think that we just have more confidence, and are heading into tomorrow with a good feeling." 

 

 


